Beth we are not even 6 hours into another full school closure and you are already posting this kind of stuff? You literally just can not help yourself can you? “a little light can dispel a lot of darkness”

And what darkness might that be Beth? The fact that you and the other four of your pajama crew have shoved my kid along with the rest of the county back in front of a laptops?

You seriously have issues
Please continue to call me if you want to discuss items with discretion. Emails are subject to FOIA. My group posts are subject to FOIA but they are public and anyone can see them and there are no comments allowed. I don’t take notes/summaries for phone calls. If a summary does not currently exist, none is required to be created under VFOIA. Teachers and parents often share thoughts and concerns that they don’t want the entire world to see. I respect that.

I also want to thank everyone who donated to Simpson Middle Schools wish list. It is almost full! What a blessing and so indicative of the type of generous community we are all a part of. Truly the spirit of the season is among us!
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So you have school board members that are more worried about selfies than students during a school board meeting? What are you wiser at Beth?
Beth Barts
1h · 🌋

One year later—Older, wiser but still determined to serve our community. #rookieNoMore #ByeBye2020
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Beth you must not have done too well with current events in school?

FAKE NEWS

Thank you for reaching out. I do not support 1 person instruction at this time.

REAL NEWS
We've received word from Valley Health that Winchester Medical Center ICU is not full and they are not sending patients out of the area. Turn to valleyhealthlink.com/COVID19 for updates from the health system.

VALLEYHEALTHLINK.COM
Information About Coronavirus (COVID-19) | Valley Health
Due to heightened awareness surrounding the Novel Coronavirus (COVID-19) ...

64
22 Comments 50 Shares
Beth,

Did you ask Brett if he or his wife catches covid if he plans to sue Giant, Costco, Target, Amazon, the gas station or any other places Brett and his family have been or something they may have touched? What’s LCPS plan to deal with all these lawsuits?
Tensions High as Loudoun School Board Weighs Return to Classrooms - Loudoun Now

Like

Comment

2

Brett Golden

“The lack of evidence of outbreaks in the schools is among the factors cited by proponents of a return to the classrooms.”

Schools returned to hybrid for grades 3-5 for how long...a week?

I am of a mind that if something
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Good morning,

Would like to know where LCPS stands on your new progressive Presidents policy that forces public schools to allow males into female bathrooms?

Brenda and Beth you’re all about protecting the LGBT community so I would love to hear your thoughts on this.

I’ve already had a talk with my daughter about this and she knows to tell me IMMEDIATELY if there’s ever a boy in the girls bathroom with her no matter how old they are.

[Link to article](https://thefederalist.com/2020/12/03/chuck-schumer-endorses-bidens-plan-to-force-public-schools-to-allow-males-in-female-bathrooms/?fbclid=IwAR21zJ4DEV1vzpv1cf8YIo41d8bgwuowrR5CncURaeADyDFVjBLWaNTDO-o#.X-kQUeN5s4c.facebook)
From: Mike B <svtowner04@live.com>  
Sent: Sunday, August 29, 2021 3:26 PM  
To: Schoolboardemail  
Subject: Fwd: Office hours this Sunday
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From: Mike B <svtowner04@live.com>  
Sent: Thursday, August 26, 2021 11:39 AM  
To: Beth Barts  
Subject: Office hours this Sunday

Hello,

I’m interested in participating in your office hours this Sunday 8/29/21. Preferably closer to 1:00pm if you could.

Thanks

Mike
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Beth,

Your Sunday office hours have now come and gone. I never received a response from you in regards to an email I sent you last Thursday requesting a slot during your 1:00PM-3:00PM time frame today. At the same time you were ignoring me, you have been responding to emails of parents who ARE NOT your constituents and have been playing games suspending, putting back up and suspending again your outreach page. This is another textbook example of why you’re at the top of the removal list.

Mike
Make sure the next time you want to lecture people on your SB Facebook page about wearing a mask in small gatherings, have the people in your Facebook profile selfie wear them too...hypocrite.

Get Outlook for iOS
Since you’re friends with so many medical professionals can you please post a list of doctors that support this article?

What’s going on in Loudoun county with the mental crises in students is a DIRECT RESULT OF YOUR DECISIONS.
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Wooo whoooo Beth!!!!!! 7 people expressing their “feelings” to you. We live in a community with 40,000 parents and the CDC that want kids back in school.

Your friends feelings mean nothing.

1 Nurse Practitioner
2 ER Nurses
1 Dr specializing in immunology
1 Board Certified Physician/Medical Director
1 Health assistant
1 professor of epidemiology offering his services

When I say there has been outreach from or I have heard from numerous members of the medical community recently I am not telling a falsehood.

Thank you.
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Wow must be nice to have a take your child to work day everyday!!! And to add taking them to the same school that’s closed to my daughter.

What’s being done to make the teachers prove their P1 status? Anyone can claim P1. You that are in the pajama squad don’t have to prove yours. Hey Beth you claiming P1 traveling to your cabin?

That virus is pretty smart that it won’t get teachers kids but it’ll get my kids.

Beth you could care less about LCPS students. This is another spit in our face with this stunt. You know you can’t tell parents what you think I’m a vulgar manner in a email so you take it out with your decisions using students as a pawn.
Very happy to get this email from our interim superintendent.

Moving the target date back for staff to return to our buildings to January 12th allows us more time to evaluate any surge in cases.

In addition I fully support the option for staff to bring their children with them. I see this as a form of community care that will allow us to keep staff that otherwise may have taken leave without pay.

This email also clarifies that all staff will return to their worksites on the 12th with the exception of those that have P1 status. There was confusion that this only applied to secondary teachers. It applies to all.

*This is all subject to data and conditions*
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Please read the email header....I said my speech from 4-13-21. I copied and pasted it into the email.
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Tonight’s public comment was only about the budget. The Chair had to interrupt a speaker to explain the rules. So you would not have had the ability anyway. The next opportunity to talk about anything school related is the 27th. Perhaps you will make it and can share your thoughts for those interested.

Have a great night.

Sent from my iPhone

On Apr 15, 2021, at 9:15 PM, Mike B <svtowner04@live.com> wrote:

Hello,

During Tuesday’s SB meeting I had something at home come up that needed my attention so I missed my turn during the virtual comments.

Here’s my speech,

Beth Barts a couple of weeks ago you shared a post regarding MSAAC’s call to action to silence the opposition. Personally, I as well as many other parents take this as a physical threat to ourselves, our children and our livelihood simply because we disagree with you. Does silence the opposition mean stalking our homes or place of employment? Does it involve teachers bullying our children like has been seen in a recent viral video? Do I need to start looking over my shoulder when I walk into Target or Costco? Are our kids even safe in the same building with teachers that are in that group with you? I’m being serious.

Beth since you seem 10 foot tall behind a keyboard I’d like to invite you and the other board members that are in the Anti-racist Parents of LC to a zoom call where you can tell me face to face in a civil discussion what’s involved with “silencing the opposition” I’d love to hear what you have to say. My only stipulation is I want the meeting recorded. You have my contact information to get a hold of me. I’d love to set this up.

Have a nice evening
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Thank you. Appreciate the feedback.

Sent from my iPhone

On Jul 22, 2021, at 9:39 PM, Mike B <svtowner04@live.com> wrote:

Hello,

My kids will be starting kindergarten and third grade at Tolbert in the fall. Through my own personal research, knowing my kids and what the current threat level is with the virus I strongly feel face masks are not necessary for children in school or anywhere. There has been no evidence that I’ve found that supports in any capacity requiring students to wear face masks for the 2021-2022 school year.

Thanks for reaching out for my input. Also as a side note I’m still working on putting a email together about the literacy program for your advisory group. Hope to have that to you by next week.

Thanks again

Mike
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Please share thoughts on masks at the school level your children are enrolled.

Thank you.

Sent from my iPhone

On Jul 15, 2021, at 12:16 PM, Mike B <svtowner04@live.com> wrote:
Hello,

I saw you posted about looking for a group of Leesburg district residents to participate in study of topics brought before the school board. I’m interested if the parent slots have not yet been filled.

Thanks
Mike
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Good afternoon,

I take it the effort is not going well? I look forward to working hard for my constituents over the next 3 years.

Happy holidays Mike.

Kindly,

Beth

Sent from my iPhone

---

On Dec 19, 2020, at 3:14 PM, Mike B <svtowner04@live.com> wrote:

Well Beth (AKA moldyblewbarry) another weekend and another arrogant post. The unlikely event recall efforts will go to court? Boy what another spit in the face to the parents and families of Loudoun County students. You couldn’t have hocked a bigger loogie and spit it in our faces. You could care less about students. The only person you care about is yourself. You’re right though. The likely event of us HAVING THE TIME to collect the signatures probably won’t happen. You wanna know why? Because unlike you Beth some of us have jobs and don’t rely on our spouses to support us. Some of us have jobs while at the same time trying to get our kids through your forced distant learning essentially working 16 hours a day. Like I said Beth your arrogance is off the chart. Why don’t you just put out a statement and just say you think you’re Teflon. Eventually you’re going to slip up and make a post or send a email that’s going to get you recalled.

Until then you and the rest of your pajama squad can go pound sand.
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Good afternoon,

I take it the effort is not going well? I look forward to working hard for my constituents over the next 3 years.

Happy holidays Mike.

Kindly,

Beth

Sent from my iPhone

On Dec 19, 2020, at 3:14 PM, Mike B <svtowner04@live.com> wrote:

Well Beth (AKA moldyblewbarry) another weekend and another arrogant post. The unlikely event recall efforts will go to court? Boy what another spit in the face to the parents and families of Loudoun County students. You couldn’t have hocked a bigger loogie and spit it in our faces. You could care less about students. The only person you care about is yourself. You’re right though. The likely event of us HAVING THE TIME to collect the signatures probably won’t happen. You wanna know why? Because unlike you Beth some of us have jobs and don’t rely on our spouses to support us. Some of us have jobs while at the same time trying to get our kids through your forced distant learning essentially working 16 hours a day. Like I said Beth your arrogance is off the chart. Why don’t you just put out a statement and just say you think you’re Teflon. Eventually you’re going to slip up and make a post or send a email that’s going to get you recalled.

Until then you and the rest of your pajama squad can go pound sand.
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Cry me a river with this “don’t feel safe” excuse. Parents in this county are sick of hearing it. If we used that excuse with our jobs we’d all be fired.

Wether or not someone “feels safe” is a matter of personal opinion.

When are you people going to grow a spine and tell teachers report to work or resign? Who put them on a pedestal above anyone else? Who put them above first responders? There’s people that work in grocery stores keeping them open so people like you can instacart that only make a quarter of what a LCPS teacher makes.
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From: Beth Barts <Beth.Barts@lcps.org>
Sent: Saturday, January 2, 2021 7:56:55 PM
To: Mike B <svtowner04@live.com>
Cc: Schoolboardemail <lcsb@lcps.org>; Stephen DeVita <Stephen.DeVita@lcps.org>
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Another Beth Barts fear mongering post that’s fake news

Mike,

Thank you for sharing your thoughts on the concerns that our staff have shared over the inability to social distance while doing the things listed below. They absolutely were doing these things .... and it poses a concern to many staff members who felt they have no choice but to help their students. As a result they are not able to social distance.

Wishing you and your family a safe New Year.

Kindly,

Beth Barts

Sent from my iPhone

On Jan 2, 2021, at 7:49 PM, Mike B <svtowner04@live.com> wrote:

Hey fake news Beth,
K-2 students where doing all the things you listed in hybrid just fine. Where do you get off Beth telling parents that kids picking up a pencil or tying their shoe poses a risk for covid? Are you serious?

Beth why don’t you just come out and say you never want students back in school. You know you don’t along with your other groupies Sheridan, Corbo, Mahedavi and Atoosa.

Just come out and say it!!!

<Image jpeg>
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No problem I’ll be here. Thanks for getting back to me and hope your family is ok.

Mike

Get Outlook for iOS

Beth Barts

Sent from my iPhone

On Jun 15, 2021, at 5:51 PM, Mike B <svtowner04@live.com> wrote:

Beth,

I would like to take you up on your offer to meet in person to discuss concerns with current events going on in LCPS this weekend. I would be available this Saturday morning 6-19-21
around 9:00am. We could meet at the Starbucks in the Dicks Sporting Goods shopping center in Leesburg? If that doesn’t work for you let me know and I can try to work another time out.

Thanks

Mike
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Dear Mike,

Thank for your email and for sharing your concerns. With hundreds of emails received over a short period of time, it is impossible at times to respond to each email individually. If constituents share the same concern and content, I tend to send a general response with similar information. If you prefer that I don’t respond to your emails, please let me know.

Once again thank you for reaching out and sharing your concerns.

Sincerely,

Denise

---

Good morning,

If you’re going to respond to a email from me that’s a specific concern from me can you please respond back with a email that’s specific to me and not verbatim to what you’re sending everyone else?

Thanks

---

Dear Mike,

Phone calls are standard practice and are perfectly legal. Many times, staff, and community members will reach out and ask to remain anonymous for fear of retribution or they are sharing private information about their child and all correspondence with an elected official and school employee is subject to FOIA. I have had
many phone calls as an educator and at the request of the Superintendent, staff, board members and constituents etc. Hope this offers some clarity to your concern.

Sincerely,

Denise

---

From: Mike B <svtowner04@live.com>
Sent: Thursday, December 10, 2020 8:32 PM
To: Loudoun County Public Schools <LCPS_symptomcheck@qualtrics-survey.com>; Beth Barts <Beth.Barts@lcps.org>; Schoolboardemail <lcsb@lcps.org>; Stephen DeVita <Stephen.DeVita@lcps.org>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Beth Barts response my email earlier this week

“I think we have chatted quite enough” “if you have any additional questions you know my number”

Beth has been advocating for people to call her instead of email her. It’s clearly to avoid FOIA requests. How is the statement above not considered a violation of school board members code of conduct? It goes with out saying if a teacher were to send that kind of comment to a parent they would be suspended or fired!!!
Re: [EXTERNAL] Few kids in middle school classes

Beth Barts
To You

I think we have chatted quite enough. If you have additional questions you know my number.

Happy holidays.

Sent from my iPhone

On Dec 8, 2020, at 10:09 AM, Mike B <svtowner04@live.com> wrote:
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Thank you for sharing your thoughts. School board meetings will resume August 10th and then again September 14th. I look forward to a productive and positive 2021-22 school year for all our staff and families.

Until then have a safe and relaxing summer.

With warm regards.

Beth Barts
Leesburg District Representative
2019-2023

Sent from my iPhone

On Jun 26, 2021, at 8:08 PM, Mike B <svtowner04@live.com> wrote:

So no comment on John Clark or Wayde Byatd lying about the conservative group that they both told me were coming from Texas to the 6-22-21 board meeting?

Figured not. You don’t want to answer to your own community but you’ll advocate for outside support that aligns with your agenda. It’s funny how immediately after you turned down a coffee meet with me because of a family emergency you were on social media advertising for the Loudoun for all bus (non Loudoun county residents) to come to the meeting.

Get Outlook for iOS
Beth Barts
Leesburg District Representative
2019-2023

Sent from my iPhone

On Jun 26, 2021, at 3:42 PM, Mike B <svtowner04@live.com> wrote:

Your poor boy Wayde and Clark both lied to me on a phone calls prior to the June 22 meeting. They both told me a group of conservatives were coming from Texas to the meeting. It’s funny how Clark wanted to know about the bus Beth was promoting but when I asked Clark about the Texas conservative group all he wanted to was get me off the phone. I had witnesses standing around me on both phone calls while I had them on speaker phone.

Will be interesting to see what comes out of that FOIA.
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I am pretty sure I posted it at the same time I took it. I know I did not post it during public comment.

Have a great snow day Mike. I know we will! 😊

Sent from my iPhone

On Dec 16, 2020, at 8:59 AM, Mike B <svtowner04@live.com> wrote:

Another day another excuse from Beth Barts. Beth the excuse about the unicorns is still the best!!!

I’ve been on Facebook since 2009 and have never had a issue with Facebook delaying my posts. Not even with poor internet connection. But maybe we as parents can start using that excuse to add to why DL doesn’t work. Surprised Denise hasn’t chimed in to back you up. She seems to speak for you in responses to my emails that reference you.

Beth you have more excuses than my kids. What a “educator you are”

<Image.jpeg>
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Thank you for sharing my post. I was excited to celebrate one full year as the Leesburg representative with my family, neighbors and friends by sharing virtually. I am looking forward to the next 3 years of continued advocacy and appreciate my strong community support.

Since you seem concerned... I took that at 4:45 after the Charter School Committee in my home and posted it on my personal page prior to public comment. I was seated in my office by 5:00. I can’t control when FB loads my posts.

Please note - Other board members can’t demand resignations. The process doesn’t work that way.

Kindly,

Beth Barts
Thanks for the reply. Glad to see the recall issue was the only thing you could come back with and nothing that refutes what I mentioned in the email. Just as I expected from someone of your character.

Enjoy your evening

Get Outlook for iOS

Best of luck with the recall.

Sent from my iPhone

On Oct 10, 2020, at 4:48 PM, Mike B <svtowner04@live.com> wrote:

Hello Beth,

I’ve been watching your email replies float around in the Facebook groups. You really are a piece of work. You know nothing about analyzing data in regards to health issues and how they affect students. Show me in your list of experience or expertise where this knowledge exist. Instead you use your FEELINGS and your PERSONAL liberal agenda to decide what’s best for my children and the rest of Loudoun County. You are nothing but a fraud that was voted into place by liberal snowflakes with their own radical agenda. You keep saying you have a lot of supporters? But where are they? Point me to somewhere on social media where they are. They were obviously there in 2019 but show me where they are today. Show me some screen shots, links to websites etc etc. I’ll wait. I have spent time talking to people and looking and I can’t find any ANYWHERE!! I literally can’t find ONE PERSON that has opposed the negativity against you. Just like a typical liberal. The liberal news media and sniffer/sleeper Joe Biden say he has a lot of support too. Show me where his support is at? LOL 9 Show me a rally where he’s had more than 10 people? 9 So Beth, being the liberal that you are and
“educator” “concerned about the safety of our children” I want to ask you something. What are your views on abortion? Seems ironic that you care about children but are a full blown liberal. You obviously have the power to decide what goes on with LCPS, and its clearly obvious under any circumstances you’re not going to change your stance. There are organized efforts to figure out what we need to do to get the process started to have you recalled. With that being said, there are lot more parents then there are you. If you think you’re going to wake up one day and the push back on you is going to stop and go away you are sadly mistaken. It will grow by the day. It’s a long time till 2024.

Ohhh and one other thing. Have your bon bons /cookies with you at the meeting. Watching you munch down on them was a great source of entertainment for Loudoun County at the last meeting.

See you at the meeting!!!
Thanks for the links Beth. I don’t need those links to “help” me. I’ve seen those before. What happened in that article I emailed is CRT in action. This is a product of your call to action to silence the opposition. The student was simply telling his teacher what he saw but the teacher clearly was trying to silence the students statements.
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Thanks for reaching out with your concerns Mike.

Let me share the VDOE plan-

http://www.virginiaisforlearners.virginia.gov/edequityva/

Also you may be interested in the agreement LCPS has with the AG-


Hope this helps.

Kindly,

Beth Barts

Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 29, 2021, at 9:22 PM, Mike B <svtowner04@live.com> wrote:

So Beth you and your group of anti racist teachers and now preying on innocent students? Just like a an predator out in the desert sneaking up on its prey. It’s going to go after the weakest ones.
Beth you’re more of a danger to students than covid ever could be.

Scott Ziegler how long is this going to go on? Till a student is physically attacked by a teacher? Or a parent? How long is Beth Barts going to be allowed to fuel this harassment? How long?

In case you’re confused about what I’m taking about here you go. Please don’t tell me this is not CRT in action.
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Thank you for getting back and for your phone call offer. I’ll stick to emails. This is for a couple of reasons. One emails are on record for any future FOIA requests. Two it eliminates the opportunity to say “I didn’t say that” or “that’s not exactly what I said”. This can go for either side of the conversation. And finally we are all human and when it comes to phone calls there are people that sometimes we’d rather not talk to or we end up playing phone tag. I’d hate for a legitimate concern roll to voice mail and then a call back happens when I’m walking out the door.

Get [Outlook for iOS](https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=83031)
On Dec 7, 2020, at 9:09 PM, Mike B <svtowner04@live.com> wrote:

Beth can you be specific on who you are hearing this from? I’m not a genius but I would venture to say I don’t think it’s the parents you’re hearing this from. I’m sure the parents are well aware of how many kids are in the classroom. If they didn’t like it they would be making efforts to put their kids back to DL.

Before 3-5 went back last week my 2nd grader was the only one on the bus and she loved it. I as a parent didn’t feel one ounce of guilt. Why? For one my tax dollars are paying for it. And two the choices the school board have made is not in the best interest of students and has put parents logistically in extremely difficult situations. And for as long as that happens I’m going to push back and be a thorn in the school boards side as much as possible and take advantage of anything I’m entitled to.
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Beth,

Let’s keep it real here. It’s common sense to know that an organized effort like that to bring outsiders into our area for a school board meeting is not going to be peaceful. This bus load full of people are not coming to the school board meeting to sit out there in parking lot and sing Kumbaya. There coming to cause trouble.

There was a lot of tension at the last board meeting but it was peaceful. There were residents from both sides of the argument there. And while there were differences, for the most part people were familiar with people on both sides. A lot of the people at the last meeting were in opposing FB groups in our own area.

When you start busing people in from other areas to a high profile meeting like this you have no idea who’s on that bus or where they’re from. That’s a recipes for disaster. Do these people have weapons on them? Is Ziegler going to put together a plan with law enforcement to prepare? What’s going to be done to protect our own residents that want to attend our own school board meeting?

Mike
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members of the Loudoun Dems. Some are also members of the NAACP. Some are members of the local Republican Party. Mr. Beatty recently spoke at such an event. He has that right.

I retweeted a tweet the Dems made that mentioned “singing and passing out treats” on Tuesday at the school board meeting. I personally think it is great community members who are supportive of our students and teachers are coming to the board meeting. I have no idea what “violence” or “outside agitators” you are referring to.

Feel free to send this to the press. I have nothing to hide.

Beth Barts

Sent from my iPhone

On Jun 17, 2021, at 7:35 AM, Mike B <svtowner04@live.com> wrote:

You had no idea? You retweeted about it. Either you’re a bold faced liar or someone sat on your phone again. I’m pretty sure this is getting sent to the press.
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From: Beth Barts <Beth.Barts@lcps.org>
Sent: Wednesday, June 16, 2021 10:43:38 PM
To: Mike B <svtowner04@live.com>
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Bussing violence in from outside areas

Mike,

I have no idea what you are talking about. I am out of town dealing with a sudden family situation as I think I politely shared with you yesterday.

Good night.

Beth

Sent from my iPhone

On Jun 16, 2021, at 10:35 PM, Mike B <svtowner04@live.com> wrote:

You people are nothing but scum!!!! Yes SCUMMM!!!
Scott Ziegler, you and your school board members refuse to hold ANY type of town hall meetings with parents of Loudoun County yet you advocate for bussing
in outside agitators to the next school board meeting that aren’t even from Loudoun county.

YES YOU ARE ADVOCATING THIS!!!!  This news has been out now since noon today and not a single person on the school board has spoke out against it!!! Not one single person!!!!!!  The amount of national news next weeks school board meeting is going to draw will make the last month look like nothing!!!

Silence is complicity right Beth???
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So you’re calling me mentally disturbed? Because I’m pointing out your arrogance? Arrogance that thousands of parents see? You’re telling parents to our faces that you can’t be recalled. You email unicorns to people and right after email me with a bunch of garbled characters smashed together. Then use the excuse you sat on your phone?

And you’re calling me disturbed?
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It was an innocent question...”I take it is not going well?” It is unfortunate you are so disturbed.... with my outreach.

Happy holidays.

Sent from my iPhone

On Dec 19, 2020, at 4:25 PM, Mike B <svtowner04@live.com> wrote:

Get Outlook for iOS

Are you trying to see how arrogant you can be?
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Biron0047
On Dec 19, 2020, at 4:10 PM, Mike B <svtowner04@live.com> wrote:

We are not there yet but through conversations in private txt and messenger groups it’s going better then you think it’s going.

Merry Christmas
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Thank you for sharing your thoughts. School board meetings will resume August 10th and then again September 14th. I look forward to a productive and positive 2021-22 school year for all our staff and families.

Kindly,

Beth Barts

Sent from my iPhone

On Jul 9, 2021, at 5:23 PM, Mike B <svtowner04@live.com> wrote:

😂 😂 😂 send it again
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Thank you for sharing your thoughts. School board meetings will resume August 10th and then again September 14th. I look forward to a productive and positive 2021-22 school year for all our staff and families.

Kindly,

Beth Barts

Sent from my iPhone

On Jul 9, 2021, at 5:01 PM, Mike B <svtowner04@live.com> wrote:

😊 😊 😊 send it again
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Thank you for sharing your thoughts. School board meetings will resume August 10th and then again September 14th. I look forward to a productive and positive 2021-22 school year for all our staff and families.

Kindly,

Beth Barts

Sent from my iPhone

On Jul 9, 2021, at 6:01 PM, Mike B <svtowner04@live.com> wrote:

It’s a different month and week Beth. Be creative and use a different response. I like hearing from you.
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Thank you for sharing your thoughts. School board meetings will resume August 10th and then again September 14th. I look forward to a productive and positive 2021-22 school year for all our staff and families.

Kindly,

Beth Barts

Sent from my iPhone

On Jul 9, 2021, at 4:46 PM, Mike B <svtowner04@live.com> wrote:

This comes from two poster girls for LCPS who canceled Seuss but replaced it with books that have vulgar language and other books that depict children servicing themselves on a bed. You may not like parents but our children matter more than you and your decisions you’re making. I love it every time I see you two post things like this that advertise you’re Teflon. Like clock work it’s draws another cluster of signatures out of the woodwork. Get Outlook for iOS
You are one person. Please let us know if you prefer to be called by a different name. I am happy to do so.

Kindly.

Beth Barts

Sent from my iPhone

On Jun 22, 2021, at 11:17 AM, Mike B <svtowner04@live.com> wrote:

Please show me language in your LGBT 8040 agenda where it says anything about gender fluid being related to being a taxpayer.
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Good Morning Mike,

Unless you are able to clone yourself you are still one taxpaying individual. Happy to call you by a different name if you so chose. Just use the signup sheet with your name choice or let me know in one of the various emails you send so I can be sure to respond appropriately.

Kindly.

Beth Barts

Sent from my iPhone

On Jun 22, 2021, at 10:54 AM, Mike B <svtowner04@live.com> wrote:
Hello,

Since the LCPS school board is pushing the LGBT agenda and being “gender fluid” plays a major part in that agenda, it raises a very legitimate question.

If I am signed up to speak as Mike, I should also be allowed to speak as Lisa right after due to my gender changing. I should then be able to speak a third time as my gender changes back to male as John.

Again if you want to push your LGBT agenda, then this should be aloud when signing up to speak at the meetings.
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Again thank you for responding.

I get what your saying but this right here bothers me....

“You may recall I’ve asked repeatedly about suicide and the mental health status of our students at our board meetings as it relates to school buildings being closed. Dr. Jones has not provided any data indicating needing additional services”

That’s basically saying your pleas with the school board are falling on deaf ears. And doctor Jones doesn’t feel like we have enough kids in the county that are struggling mentally due to being in front of screen 8 hours a day to warrant changing course and putting kids back to school five days a week. Just because every parent doesn’t report their student is in need of mental help doesn’t mean it doesn’t exists. A survey/feedback of the sample questions I asked would be good data for the school system.

Tomorrow I can sit on Google for a good bit if you want and send you a couple of pages of links to data I find regarding what you mentioned. But honestly is that really going to sway your opinion or the other four on the school board that are pro shutting schools down? WI don’t think so.

And all those hotlines you shared...those are great and thank you. But those are numbers that people call once the damage has already been down. It’s kinda like calling a tow truck when your broke down on the side of the road.

Get [Outlook for iOS](mailto:https://www.outlook.com)

---

Dear Mike,

You may recall I’ve asked repeatedly about suicide and the mental health status of our students at our board meetings as it relates to school buildings being closed. Dr. Jones has not provided any data indicating needing additional services and has reassured the board that the unified mental health team is reaching out and providing services to those in need of support. If a family or student is struggling a survey will not help. They need to take action ASAP.
I am concerned that you mention many students are struggling with mental health. Below, I have provided you with information to share with any family and student you know needing help, support or might be in an emergency crisis.

Have you reached out to the Ryan Bartel Foundation? With your concerns about suicide and mental health, you may be able to join efforts with their organization to collect data and provide information regarding our county.

There are students in and out of school buildings in our divisions and across the country who are impacted by mental health. We know some children do better in school and some have done better out of school. Loudoun has brought back more students to our buildings than any of the surrounding divisions. We will continue implementing the return to school plan as long as the health and safety thresholds allow us to do so as I mentioned in my prior email.

I appreciate you reaching out and look forward to any additional data and information you would like to share.

Sincerely,

Denise

Important Phone Numbers
There also are resources available 24 hours, 7 days a week for youth experiencing depression, suicidal thoughts or other behavioral crises. Through Loudoun County Mental Health, Substance Abuse and Developmental Services, help is available at 703-777-0320 for anyone experiencing an immediate and severe emotional crisis. Other free, confidential 24/7 resources include:

PRS CrisisLink: 703-527-4077 or text “Connect” to 85511
National Suicide Prevention Lifeline: 800-273-TALK (800-273-8255)
SAMHSA National Helpline: 800-662-HELP (800-662-4357)
Children’s Regional Crisis Response: 844-NCrisis (844-627-4747) in English and Spanish
Hopeline: Chat at http://www.hopeline.com or call 800-784-2433.
If you are experiencing a mental health crisis, call 703-777-0320. The phone number is available 24 hours a day, seven days a week. In an emergency, call 911 and ask for a Crisis Intervention Team deputy or officer.
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From: Mike B <svtowner04@live.com>
Sent: Wednesday, December 9, 2020 7:53:40 PM
To: Denise Corbo <Denise.Corbo@lcps.org>
Cc: Stephen DeVita <Stephen.DeVita@lcps.org>
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Mental health and suicide metrics

Thank you for getting back to me. I still think there is some confusion about that I’m asking for. I’m fully aware of the COVID case metrics... then entire county is. I’m asking what is the threshold/metrics for documented mental health cases in students that is a direct result of distance learning? When I say documented mental health cases I’m referring to ANY case where a parent has had a documented visit with a mental health professional and has cited mental health as a cause. I know that stuff is kept track of by whatever school the student attends.
Secondly what is the threshold for LCPS student suicides? Thresholds that for example might initiate an emergency school board meeting to discuss what to do about it? An emergency meeting that would discuss the risk of suicide from being isolated versus the risk of sending kids back to school? Would it be one suicide...maybe two or three? I’m not being passive aggressive when I ask this. I’m being very serious.

Also why hasn’t there been any surveys put out to parents asking if we have had to take our kids to see a mental therapist. LCPS puts surveys for a lot of stuff but I have yet to see one single email asking these very serious questions.

1. Since March 2020 has your child developed signs of mental illness?
2. Since March 2020 have you reached out to a mental health professional for your child?
3. Since March 2020 has you child expressed thoughts of suicide?
4. Since March 2020 has your child isolated themselves from friends or family members?

Why hasn’t a survey been put out with these questions? My guess is that type of survey doesn’t fit the narrative of the school board thus far which is full distance learning. The school board knows if they were to send out that type of survey they would have a flood of responses.

Like I said in my first email you cant expect to isolate 80,000 students and expect nothing to happen. Eventually the worse is going to happen. I’m sorry but if you don’t think that keeping that many students isolated at home won’t have consequences none of you need to be on that school board.
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From: Denise Corbo <Denise.Corbo@lcps.org>
Sent: Wednesday, December 9, 2020 7:16:57 PM
To: Mike B <svtowner04@live.com>
Cc: Stephen DeVita <Stephen.DeVita@lcps.org>
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Mental health and suicide metrics

Dear Mike,

I am so sorry you are so upset and misinterpreted our Zoom conversation to be different than intended. This is why I prefer email so quotes and conversations are not taken out of context.

I have always said I want a plan with metrics and that’s how I voted. I understand your frustration and desire to have schools open. I can certainly understand your challenge and others with having children at home. There are many things to consider when voting and I have remained consistent. We needed a plan with metrics and thats what I have supported.

As for the quote regarding the superintendent I am and have always been consistent with asking the superintendent to provide a plan with metrics. During the Zoom conversation, the lack of having a plan was discussed and that is what my response reflected. I am in agreement with the shared concerns regarding the plan. In no way did I state or imply the superintendent should be fired or voted out.

Now that we have a plan with metrics, I fully support it as it stands. If the thresholds are met, the division will move to distance learning based on the health and safety status of our school district. If we fall below the thresholds, we will offer hybrid to those who desire a hybrid learning model.
You and your group are welcome to send as many emails as you wish. Please note, it is impossible for me to respond to every email I receive. However, I do read them all.

Sincerely,

Denise
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From: Mike B <svtowner04@live.com>
Sent: Wednesday, December 9, 2020 6:08 PM
To: LCPS Public Information Office; Beth Barts; Brenda Sheridan; Atoosa Reaser; Harris Mahedavi; Eric Williams; Schoolboardemail; Stephen DeVita
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Mental health and suicide metrics

Hello Again,

Since only Beth responded to my first email asking for metrics for mental health AND suicide cases for LCPS students I’ll send another one.

Again….are there any metrics in place or has there been a discussion on coming up with a plan to deal with mental health cases and suicide cases this will result in school closures?

Like I said Beth responded to my last email so for those of you in the back (Reeser,Sheridan,Corbo and Mahedavi) How many documented mental health cases will be enough for you to change course and work harder to get kids back in schools? 20, 30, 40…..100? How many suicides? 1….3…..10? Will it take a massive lawsuit? Seems like in the last five decades in this country lawsuits have changed policies more than anything. *******YOU CAN’T ISOLATE 80,000 STUDENTS IN FRONT OF LAPTOPS ALL DAY EVERYDAY FOR MONTHS AND EXPECT NOTHING TO HAPPEN*******

So once again can someone provide some of those metrics?

I think the general mentality the incompetent school board has is that one day parents are just going to accept that this is the way things are and go away. Let me tell you you’re sadly mistaken.

If you people even think for a minute the backlash is going to let up, the emails are even remotely going to slow down, we’re going to stop showing up at meetings, you are wrong. This is going to continue till December 2023 and beyond.

Eric Williams turned one of the greatest school systems in the country with 80,000 students into a dumpster fire, and then left us for Paradise. What a piece of work you are!!!!!

Couple of side notes for Beth

1. What were you able to find out from the Ryan Bartel Foundation?
2. What’s up with your fear mongering posts every day? You don’t want people contacting you that are not your “constituents” but you’re happy to put out fear mongering posts to them?
3. You get excited about 80,000 students going back to distance learning, making posts everyday lecturing people on being safe, but just today put out a statement telling Leesburg you’re willing to come to our homes to collect food?

*****RULES FOR THEE BUT NOT ME******

And Beth please don’t tell me “I think we’ve chatted enough” through email and direct me to call you for concerns. I want any communication recorded and not your filtered version of what was said. Back in October five parents including myself had a two hour Zoom call with Mrs. Corbo. Mrs. Corbo sympathized and sided with myself and the other parents on a lot of our concerns. One person said she wished Eric Williams could be fired or voted out as superintendent. Mrs Corbo said “I’m right there with you” meaning she agreed. Then she asked that the meeting not be recorded. At the very next school board meeting she voted completely against everything she said on our zoom call. Essentially making her look like a two faced liar. I have witnesses that can back my story up. So Beth that’s the reason why I want everything recorded.
Good evening,

We are blessed. While we won’t be able to see extended family this holiday season, it will be nice to play board games, bake and enjoy my son and daughter away from Leesburg.

I am sorry you are so troubled, genuinely hoping you find peace over the winter break and during 2021.

Kindly,
Beth Barts

Sent from my iPhone

On Dec 20, 2020, at 5:21 PM, Mike B <svtowner04@live.com> wrote:

Wow that sounds nice. Wish we could do something like that. But unfortunately I have to work and help my daughter with distance learning Monday and Tuesday. So how does it feel to cast your vote to isolate and lock down LCPS students in front of computers all day because you and the rest of your pajama gang feel the virus is so dangerous? It’s so dangerous Beth that you have to lecture Loudoun county about staying home. But yet it’s perfectly safe for you to be out and about traveling this week? You can’t attend the school board meetings and come face to face with parents but you can travel to your cabin. Sounds like the text book hypocrite doesn’t it? And yes you’ll be hearing from me in 2021, 2022 and 2023. My kids deserve it. After what you’ve done this year parents can only imagine the destruction you along with Corbo, Sheridan, Atoosa and Mahedavi are going to cause to our kids in 2021.
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Santa already came via Amazon so we are all set! Heading to the family cabin for a week to unplug. I am sure I will hear from you in 2021! Until then...be well. Thanks for asking though!
On Dec 19, 2020, at 10:50 PM, Mike B <svtowner04@live.com> wrote:

Is Santa allowed to come to house Thursday night Beth? Or does that go against your public service announcement advising LCPS families to stay safe and avoid small gatherings?
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Thank you
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I have reached out to the Ryan Bartel Foundation. While there have been adult suicides (over 21) and a college student (recent LCPS graduate) they are not aware of any student suicides in LCPS in the past 6 months.

Thank you.

Sent from my iPhone

On Dec 7, 2020, at 6:01 PM, Mike B <svtowner04@live.com> wrote:

Hello,

Since we are inching close to what will be another voted school closure and forced distance learning I have a couple of questions.

Since you guys like running on metrics so much, what are your metrics for students that have documented mental health issues due to forced distance learning? How many cases of documented mental health visits will be enough for you guys to reevaluate what you’re doing to students? I’m sure you have access to this information.

Secondly what about the LCPS student suicide numbers for Loudoun county? What are your metrics for suicides? How many suicides will it take before there’s a discussion on the damage that’s being caused to students by your decisions?
If you don’t understand what I’m asking for let me give you an analogy.

You know when there’s a dangerous intersection on a county road with no traffic signals. And finally after 5 or 6 people die at that intersection the county finally decides to put up a stop light?

How many student suicides will it take for the school board changes course?
Beth since you like data so much with your public service announcements everyday this might be something good for you to put together.

Any metrics for these real issues would be greatly appreciated.
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Thought you had me blocked?

Anyways on to your response,

First off social distancing is only a guideline. But to your point, if people such as myself are the minority in what we want then there should plenty of room in the schools for us to have 5 day a week learning.

#FIGUREITOUT

---

Thank so much for sharing Mike. Good to hear from you again. Hope all is well. As always I appreciate hearing from my community. Fortunately those asking to ignore social distancing don’t appear to be in the majority. 😊

Be safe.

Beth Barts
Leesburg District School Board Representative

Sent from my iPhone

---

On Jan 31, 2021, at 3:59 PM, Mike B <svtowner04@live.com> wrote:

“In my opinion this is not something being vocal about is going to make happen”

Thank you Beth for finally admitting in words that you do not care what parents of 40,000 students think and you will never care. Can I hear these words come out of your mouth at the school board meeting on Tuesday? Or better yet I challenge you go on national news networks this week and repeat what you’ve just said in your “outreach” post. You seem to love attention.

Again thanks you :)
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So Beth I guess you were sitting on your phone when you sent me the response you sent? Just like the one to Michelle? No one in the community is buying your story. So you’re telling us you have a unsecured cell phone with confidential school board information on it laying around your house that anyone could pick up? I’m sorry but you don’t but dial emoji email responses to people. Not even a toddler. I have small kids I know better.
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On Dec 12, 2020, at 9:20 PM, Mike B <svtowner04@live.com> wrote:

This is what someone sends parents that is making decisions for my kids our kids? Really Beth???? You are pathetic. Next time you want to send someone pictures of yourself....pick a pig.

<Image.jpeg>
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Hello,

Beth stated on record last night at the school board meeting she has spoke to many parents who have students that have tested positive for covid.

Do you have case a number break down for these students?

How many positive cases from students that are enrolled in and are playing LCPS sports?

How many positive cases from students enrolled in the LCPS driver education program. A program where a student is less than six (6) feet away from an instructor and sometimes another student in a small enclosed area called a vehicle?

I mean as Beth stated last night and in her daily post that there’s not enough room in a classroom for a student to tie their shoe. So can someone explain to me how there’s enough room to play sports or worse yet how’s there enough room to keep a six foot distance in a vehicle?
From: Mike B <svtower04@live.com>
Sent: Monday, November 30, 2020 12:38 PM
To: beth.barts@lcps.org
Subject: Your comments today and this past weekend.

The first comment I’m referring to is the one you made about how wonderful your life is at home not having to go anywhere. “Click click click”. Remember? I’ll upload the screen shot below in case you forgot. Instead of taking that time to thank parents, school staff and anyone else that has made huge sacrifices this year to keep kids educated, you decided to gloat about yourself. There are parents out there that have no time to take off work and be at some with their kids holiday season because they burned all their time with being home with distance learning. Parents that have made enormous sacrifices including myself to make sure the distance learning is being done. But no once again you used that time to boast about yourself. You are so far out of touch with the working parent in Loudoun county it’s ridiculous. That comment was a spit in our faces as well as anyone else that has made your lockdowns work or in a lot of cases have tried to make it work and have failed.

Comment 2

The one referring to the FIOA. You only want parents to call you because you know there is no record of that when it comes to the FIOA. Sorry Beth but the emails are going continue to flow till your term is up.

Comment 3

Your comment about “numerous doctors” that have contacted you that don’t support more kids going back to school. First off how about a list of these “doctors” that you mentioned? Secondly the education of 80,000 students is not subject to the feelings of other people including you. This goes by metrics and CDC guidelines.

Here are screen shots in case you don’t know what I’m talking about.
Good morning Leesburg. Wanted to share that emails are being subjected to FOIA by residents outside my district. I highly encourage that if you are a teacher, parent or community member with information or concerns to share to call me at 571-440-1473 or email me during these challenging and highly charged times. In the case of a FOIA I have no choice but to share your emails.

571-440-1473 is my phone number. Thank you.
Some major virtue signaling going on. Must be nice so privileged that you never have to leave your hou

Beth Barts is feeling festive.

Well on my way to not leaving the house till January —- doing my part.

Thanksgiving delivered ✓

Decorating with what we got ✓

Christmas gifts for the family without entering store - click click click 😏 ✓

Hickory Farms ✓

Florida fruit delivery ordered ✓
I have heard from numerous members of the medical community this weekend who do not support sending 7K more students into our buildings on top of the thousands we already have, much less right after a holiday. These are local docs, nurses....not just teachers and parents.

Prince William is just now adding 3K ...they have only had special education students in their district in person so far from my understanding.
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Sat, Aug 28, 9:55 PM

@VickyPJWard @mikes_booh Ian Prior and MAGs had some pay to play too
Shadetree Mechanic
twitter.com

FYI

Tue, Aug 31, 1:53 PM

Hey Ian,
Got what looks like a summons notice from Charlie
Whenever you’re free wanted to ask you about in laymen’s terms
Whenever you’re free wanted to ask you about in laymen’s terms

Can you send me pic?

Fri, Sep 3, 12:57 PM

Did Dave get you the retainer?

No not yet

Fri, Sep 3, 3:11 PM

Text him and remind him. I wired the money over today so we're good on that end

Sat, Sep 4, 8:55 AM

Ok I txt and told him. He said yesterday he had to go back and modify the agreement and would send it for me to sign when it’s done

Hey Ian,

I got the agreement email from David. I txt him and told him I’ll get it signed and back over to him this weekend. This morning is filled with horse lessons and swim lessons
Hey Ian,

I got the agreement email from David. I txt him and told him I’ll get it signed and back over to him this weekend. This morning is filled with horse lessons and swim lessons.

Sat, Sep 4, 1:07 PM

Hey Ian...got a question about something whenever you have a minute...no rush

Sat, Sep 4, 2:33 PM

Ok I'm line for ride at Busch gardens. Will call around 3 or so

Mon, Sep 6, 10:39 AM

You able to connect with Warrington?

Not yet called and left message

Mon, Sep 6, 2:14 PM

Hey,

Talked to Warrington and just signed the agreement

Mon, Sep 13, 8:14 AM
Hey Ian,

Would I be aloud to have the link to the court hearing?

I'm waiting to hear back from Dave

Ok thanks

Tuesday 7:28 PM

Are you interested/have free time on Friday to join a strike force to get sigs at the early voting place in Leesburg?

I can do it Friday morning...like 8:30am on

Yep. Awesome. I'll be there early with Erin Brown

Do you have the address?

Will send tonight

Tuesday 10:04 PM

Office of Elections in Leesburg - 750 Miller Drive SE, Suite C, Leesburg, 20175

Ok I’ll be there 8:30 Friday morning
Ok I’ll be there 8:30 Friday morning

Thanks

Do you need me to bring a fold up table?

Yeah that would be great!

Friday 7:45 AM

Gonna be about 15 late. Kids missed the bus

K

Need anything from 7/11?

I’m good ty

Friday 1:37 PM

Mike when you talk to Warrington let him know your FB account was hacked.

Ask him if you should report to police. Normally I'd say - whatever.

But given that Jessica just got hate mail at her workplace and your FB account got hacked, it seems very
Gonna be about 15 late. Kids missed the bus

K

Need anything from 7/11?

I’m good ty

Mike when you talk to Warrington let him know your FB account was hacked.

Ask him if you should report to police. Normally I'd say - whatever.

But given that Jessica just got hate mail at her workplace and your FB account got hacked, it seems very suspicious to me

Ok

Ya someone who I know that doesn’t even live in this state and has nothing to do with the school stuff got hacked with same thing
Hey Ian good morning. Was curious how much money is needed to get the FOIA request? I donated some earlier this week but want to donate more.

Thanks Mike. We're about $200 away - appreciate any help. Will send check to them today and hopefully have docs by next week.

Soon as I get my kids off to school I’ll get on the Venmo thing and add another $100

Thank you for organizing this and everything you’re doing

Thank YOU for your support!
Thank YOU for your support! Headng on fox at 7:40 to talk about it

I’ll have it on in the truck. Just sent money

Hey what’s your count?

Hey lan, I only have 34 total for Barts that have all been verified and are on the spreadsheet.

I have total of 65 for Corbo that have all been verified but only have about half on the spreadsheet. I wasn’t able to get to Jessica’s over the weekend to give her the original sheets

Hey lan, It’s legal for me to flyers about the recall in myes mailbox?
Hey Ian,
I only have 34 total for Barts that have all been verified and are on the spreadsheet.

I have total of 65 for Corbo that have all been verified but only have about half on the spreadsheet. I wasn’t able to get to Jessica’s over the weekend to give her the original sheets.

Hey Ian,
It’s legal for me to flyers about the recall in peoples mailbox?

No leave on door handle or if they have the slot under mailbox for newspapers

Reason why I asked I was going to print out a bunch of green flyers about what’s going on and how to
Hey lan,
I only have 34 total for Barts that have all been verified and are on the spreadsheet.

I have total of 65 for Corbo that have all been verified but only have about half on the spreadsheet. I wasn’t able to get to Jessica’s over the weekend to give her the original sheets

Hey lan,
It’s legal for me to flyers about the recall in peoples mailbox?

No leave on door handle or if they have the slot under mailbox for newspapers

Reason why I asked I was going to print out a bunch of green flyers about what’s going on and how to recall Beth and Corbo. I know for a fact every home in my neighborhood is Beths district